
Editor of the Journal of the American Medical
Association.
Dear Sir:\p=m-\Aswe have now an organ of the

American Medical Association in the interest of scien-
tific medicine, I take the liberty to send you a few
lines in regard to the status of the medical profession
in this section of the State of quacks. As most of
your readers must already be aware, this State until
quite recently, has had no law regulating the practice
of medicine, and this law is as good as nothing ; so
that it (the State) has become the recepticle of many
of the quacks that have been driven out of other States
by statutory, enactments. Our liberty-loving legis-lators some years ago established chairs of hom\l=oe\opa-
thy in our university, thus giving charlatanism the
stamp of legality. Hom\l=oe\opathsare put in the service
of the United States as pension examiners, and en-
dorsed by the chief medical officer of the pension
depatment, who claims to be a regular of the deepest
dyc. We could stand all of that, but graduates of
regular colleges meet professed homoeopaths in con-
sultntlou. One of these from the city of Grand
Rapids makes no distinction between physicians let
their title be what it may—so he gets his consultation
fee all is lovley. Some of the physicians in this city
are doing the same thing, and yet are members of
our State Association and of the American Medical
Association. Recently there has located here a

physician wbo graduated at several of our best col¬
leges—College of Physicians and Surgeons, of New
York, among others; University of Edinburg—andlast wtnter took the degree of m. r. c. s. England,
who now consults with a homoeopath, supporting his
course hy the Benconsfield case and of the New York
heretics.

These are called hy the public liberals and human¬
itarians. There are too many of so-called liberals in
tbe regular professlou, and I am afraid if all should be
excluded from the American Medical Association
who break the code of ethics by consulting with
irregulars, the Association would be bereft of many of
its members. One of the greatest hindrances to rel¬
egating these regular quacks to their proper place,
(with the hordes of irregular characters), is want of
organization among scientific (regular) physicians.
Thanks to the efforts of a few straight-haired physic¬ians in this section of our State, we have organized a

society under the auspices of the American Medical
Associatiou which promises to do effective work both
scientifically and ethically. It is called the Union
Medical Society of Northern Michigan, includes
Ionia, Mount Calm and Macasta counties. It now
numbers nearly 50 members. I hope the day is not
far distant when medical gentlemen calling themselves
regular physicians will haye backbone enough to re¬
fuse to meet in consultation quacks of all kinds.

Yours, etc.,
"Ethicus."

Ionia, Michigan,
Aug. 19, 1883.

CONTRACT PRACTICE AND ETHICS.

Rising Fawn, Ga., Sept. 27, 1883.
Prof. N. S. Davis, Chicago, Ill.:

Dear Sir: In the editorial department of the
Journal of the American Medical Association,
of September 1st, is an article, " Contract Practice
and Ethics." After reading that article I felt myself
to be in a peculiar position.

In the first place, I have always been, so far as I
was aware, a staunch advocate of the established code,
and opposed to all innovations or attempted changes
for the purpose of increasing patronage. Now, from
the reply to the query of J. P. W., and your com-

ments, I find that so long as a physician is under a
contract to do ordinary medical practice for a cor-

poration, just so long he is debarred the privileges of
a member of the American Medical Association.

Now, in self defense allow some plea for the sys-
tem.

I am one of the barred class. I am engaged by a

corporation to attend all or any employe who may be
injured or fall sick while engaged by the company.

Now, the terms of my contract extend to all per¬
sons acting in any capacity for said corporation, at a
fixed salary, depending on number of employes.
There is a large percentage of the laborers who are

opposed to paying anything for medical or surgical
attendance, and are very far removed from the pau¬
per class, and these are the ones who have most sick¬
ness.

Now, the physician who shall attend these has no
recourse whatever to obtain remuneration for his time
or labor, except as he is remunerated by the corpora¬
tion employing them. Their time and labor is valu¬
able to the employer, and for this reason a regular
physician is employed to care for them, and a reason¬
able remuneration is paid him, very far in excess of
what could be obtained from the small minority who
recognize the value and duly appreciate the services
of a medical man.

Furthermore, it secures to the afflicted prompt and
early attendance, which in many instances prevents
long and tedious illness, with its loss of time to the
sufferer and strain on the physician.

Ours is also a mixed population. The refined, in¬
telligent, educated, ignorant and demoralized all
gathered into one community. Such being the case,
there must be some plan followed that will reach all
these varying classes, and at che same time not work
any hardship to physician or patient. Now, the cor¬

poration steps in and requires so much per capita to
be set aside for the purpose of remunerating a med¬
ical attendant.

This in an old and well established community
would be all wrong, and the physician who would re¬
sort to such a course for collecting dues would be in
the highest degree reprehensible ; but with a floating
population, with no ties or hindrances, it would be
equally as bad for a medical man to be beaten and
defrauded of what was duly earned, when it could
only be secured by attending all cases under a direct
contract with employers.

Whatever relation my present situation may sus-
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tain to the code, I am still an advocate of it in full,
as the very fact that it cannot be warped to fit every
case is the strongest proof of its excellence.

Though the fact of erring in one particular makes
the offender err in all, still I must justify myself by
the preceding considerations. The law is just ; the
man is guilty.

There are probably many readers (and I hope there
are) of your valuable journal as culpable as I, who
may feel as I do about this subject.

This plea, though a poor one, you can use as you
see fit.

Hoping for the welfare and permanence of the
Journal,

I am yours truly,
J. W. Russey, M.D.

To the Editor of the Journal of the American
Medical Association,

Dear Doctor : It always gives me pleasure to write
to a man or body of men, who can appreciate an idea
without a surgical operation.

The matter about which I only wish to say a word
has been broached many a time, and is now agitating
the minds of the profession in various parts of our

land, viz,:
First\p=m-\Howmuch do we owe the alleged "manu-

facturing chemist?"
Second\p=m-\Howmuch does he owe us ?
It furthermore has occurred to many of us, Dear

Doctor, that the time when this clay can talk to the
potter should pass. For a long series of years it has
been the practice of the chemical clay (keeping up
the simile) to tell the professional potter how it
should be used. How it would act if it was not used
as requested, and how the whole business would prac-
tically go to ruthless ruin unless the Esculapian demi-
jon was molded to meet its wants.

Again : How are we to distinguish among these
various alleged manufacturing chemists ? Not one of
these gigantic advertising medical swindles but what
style themselves "chemists." "Well," thesemenwill
reply, " the profession know for we have the indorse¬
ment of some of their best men." Exactly, And
there is where the laugh comes in.

Here area class of men depending almost entirely
upon the profession for support, who travel just as close
to the dividing line between true and false medicine as

they can and escape detection. Only the other day
I received a letter from an Eastern institution of this
sort saying that they had sent me a sample bottle of
Phosford's Acid Horsephates or something of the
kind (recommended by physicians), and enclosing a

postal card for a reply. The reply went in short
meter, and to this effect: "All I know about it is
that like any ordinary well advertised nostrum, I had
to take a dose of it every time I picked up my morn¬

ing paper, and even in my Sunday reading it came
recommended by a clergyman, and that I had had

enough of it to do me 2.700 years." Now, my Dear
Doctor, I ask you and through you the various mem¬
bers of the American Medical Association, is it right
or proper that we of the profession, who have to work
for a living, should be pestered and bothered in our
work in that way? \J i,

There is another class of "manufacturing chemists"'
who do not insinuate their advertisement underpvOji.
body's nostrils, but who prey upon the professi«^ ¡

with pseudo remedies. They give a formula right
along with the bottle. Oh yes, but it is like the "pre¬
scription free" which used to come from the physi¬
cian down in New Jersey, whose "sands of life were

nearly run out"—they are the only ones who can

prepare it—and their profit is like unto the Dutch¬
man's one per cent.

Isn't it getting to be about time that the profession
began to sit down on these open advertisers and
secret venders? I guess yes. And when they do
these people will think a mule has kicked them, for it
always kicks a man twice before he gets out of reach..

E. B. Ward.

Lainsburg, Mich., October  .

MEDICAL LORE OF THE AMERICAN INDIANS.MEDICAL LORE OF THE AMERICAN INDIANS.

Mr. Editor:\p=m-\Aformer number of this Journal
contained a very interesting article from Dr. F.
Andros, of Mitchell, Dakota, on the Medical and
Surgical Lore of the Winnebago and Sioux Indians.
In the following paper he continues the subject, with
the addition of some points of Indian mythology,
connected with their medical theories.

One of his observations as to what were the theo-
logical ideas of the Winnebagoes before they were
much modified by the ideas of the whites, will inter-
est ethnological scientists. The latter have of late
been discussing the question whether the Great
Spirit, called by the Chippawas Sha Monedo, was
an original idea of the natives, or a modern notion
introduced by the missionaries. Dr. Andros was a
member of the sacred lodge at an early time, when
it would probably not be difficult to distinguish
new imported ideas from aboriginal ones.

His impression is that the idea is aboriginal. He
says that besides the numerous lesser spirits, they
recognized one specially Great Spirit, who was the
general author of all good. As this spirit was

always disposed to do all the good possible, they did
not deem it necessary to pay much attention to him,
but they had another spirit, who, if not as great as
the other, was at least considered very powerful, viz :

the Bad Spirit,—a special author of evil, whom it
was necessary to pacify by various services. Their
system therefore would seem to partake of a little of
the dualism of Zoroaster and the Parsees.

In this connection it may be worth while to state
that there are in this city original manuscripts writ¬
ten some fifty years ago by a Chippawa halfbreed,
giving an account of the notions and customs of the
northern Chippawas, beyond Lake Superior, whom
in his time, he stated to be mostly unaffected by the-
ideas of the whites. He confirms the idea of Dr..
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